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As chairman of an international consulting firm with diverse service offerings, I am often asked to speak before a variety of groups. On a fairly regular basis, I have addressed young professionals in our company who are just beginning their consulting careers. On other occasions the audience included experienced, seasoned professionals. Outside the consulting arena, I have enjoyed the opportunity to speak to students, ranging from high school to graduate school. The essence of my messages to these groups is contained in this book. While the focus is on consulting, many of the messages can easily be extrapolated and have meaning in the context of employment as a professional within the corporate world. Thus, “consultant” in this context should be interpreted broadly to mean any professional who offers advice to an interested constituency. For those entering their consulting careers, I hope this book gives you insight into what you can expect. For veteran consultants, I hope my messages resonate with you and are not so simplistic as to insult you in any way. Please consider this volume as “batting practice;” preparing you, or reminding you, of the sometimes difficult challenges you face on an everyday basis.
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